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Abstract: Cable-based technologies have been a backbone for harvesting on steep slopes. Computing the layout 

of a single cable road requires considering the standards of structural design, aiming to (1) guarantee structural 

safety, and (2) provide the required serviceability. Currently applied analysis methods, such as the Pestal 

method are unprecise. Alternatively, methods based on the catenary, such as Zweifel or Irvine are better suited 

to analyze and predict load path and occurring forces for skylines anchored fix on both ends. However, studies 

that validate those catenary analyses (concurrently load path and forces) are rare and were not carried out under 

realistic heavy load conditions. Therefore, the aim of the project was to validate the catenary analyses under 

realistic, heavy load conditions for cable roads with multiple spans. In two case studies in Switzerland the 

deflection in every span as well as the skyline tensile force at the anchor were measured for different load 

configurations and compared with theoretical computations of Zweifel and Pestal. 

The approach of Zweifel maps the mechanical properties realistic. However, as proven by our measurements, 

he slightly overestimated the deflection and the skyline tensile forces because the friction on the supports was 

neglected (between skyline and saddle). The deflections calculated with the Pestal formulas were significantly 

larger than the measured values, in particular with heavy load and in large spans. Our measurement studies 

confirmed that the mechanical properties of a cable road can be described adequately with the algorithm by 

Zweifel. However, it should be further developed with inclusion of effects like the friction to improve the 

efficiency, safety and cost-performance ratio in cable road planning.  
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